DEVELOP A CULTURE OF

PUNCTUALITY & PRODUCTIVITY
WITH SYNCRIGHT CLOCKS
GET SYNCHRONIZED NOW
All SyncRight Clocks show exactly the same, correct time.

A RECENT SUCCESS
When a major semiconductor
company needed 100%
accurate clocks, they called us.
Their wall clocks were not
synchronized. Some were a
few minutes late, others a few
minutes advanced. This was
unacceptable, as the majority
of their activities are timecritical.

THE VALUE OF SYNCHRONIZED TIME
Once SyncRight replaces your wall clocks, your organization will be
governed by one common and correct time reference. This develops a
culture of punctuality and productivity among your people. They
will become more time-conscious and more efficient. They will start
working with a sense of urgency, which increases your profits.

With SyncRight replacing
their wall clocks, they now
have 100% accurate and
synchronized clocks that they
can rely on, all the time.

Have the right time, the same time,
everywhere, every time,
with SyncRight Clocks.
Q: How do they work?
A: Each SyncRight Clock comes with a small antenna that receives
time signals transmitted by GPS satellites.
Q: Why are they perfectly synchronized?
A: GPS time gains or loses just 1 second every 100,000 years. As a
result, all SyncRight Clocks are always correct, perfectly synchronized,
and will never need adjusting, ever.

SyncRight double-sided Clock at a
Factory Floor.

EACH CLOCK SYNCS INDEPENDENTLY VIA GPS
Traditional multi-clock solutions use a master-slave configuration. Every
slave clock must be wired to the master, which is expensive and difficult
to install. In contrast, SyncRight Clocks are far cheaper and are far easier
to install since they independently receive the time transmitted by GPS
satellites.

PRECISE AND ACCURATE
SyncRight Clocks display GPS time – a worldwide reference for the
correct time. Even aircraft use GPS time, since it gains or loses just one
second every 100,000 years. This is why SyncRight Clocks always show
the right time, the same time, everwhere, every time.

SyncRight Clock at Mabini Hall,
Malacanañg Palace Grounds

AVAILABLE IN MULTIPLE SIZES
Big clocks are ideal for big areas, small clocks for small areas. SyncRight
Digital Clocks come in 1.5, 2.3, 5, 7, and 12-inch-tall LED display heights.
They are easily readable from distances of 50, 75, 165, 233, or 400 feet
respectively. Even larger clocks can be custom-built to your
specifications.

TRIED, TESTED AND PROVEN
SyncRight Clocks have passed rigorous tests conducted by DOSTPAGASA, the country’s official timekeeper. It is the only certified
accurate “Philippine Standard Time Clock” in the market today.
And since 2001, thousands of corporations, government agencies, and
schools and universities and nationwide have replaced their wall clocks
and their outdated master-slave clock systems with SyncRight.

LOCALLY MADE, LOCALLY SUPPORTED
SyncRight Clock at the University of Santo
Tomas – Tan Yan Kee Student Center

All other synchronized clock systems are imported and after-sales
services, which can be costly, must come from abroad. This wastes time
and money. In contrast, SyncRight clocks are made in the Philippines.
As the manufacturer, we provide full local warranty, technical support
and after-sales services.

CONTACT US
Star Communications Holdings Corp
37 Samat Street, Barangay Santo Domingo
Santa Mesa Heights, Quezon City
1114 Metro Manila, Philippines
Tel. +63 (2) 731 9303, 731 9335
sales@starcomm.com.ph
www.starcomm.com.ph
www.facebook.com/starcomm.ph
SyncRight Clock at CNN Philippines
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